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1 Introduction
The primary goal of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment [1] is to explore particle
physics at the TeV energy scale, exploiting the proton-proton collisions delivered by the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN [2]. The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a supercon-
ducting solenoid, of 6 m internal diameter, providing a field of 3.8 T. Within the field volume
are the silicon pixel and strip tracking detectors, the crystal electromagnetic calorimeter and the
brass/scintillator hadron calorimeter. Muons are measured in gas-ionization detectors embedded in
the steel return yolk. In addition to the barrel and endcap detectors, CMS has extensive forward
calorimetry.
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Figure 1. A cross-sectional view of a quarter of the CMS detector, highlighting the CSCs.
The Cathode Strip Chambers (CSCs) constitute an essential component of the CMS muon
detector, providing precise tracking and triggering of muons in the endcaps. Their performance
is critical to many physics analyses based on muons. An early assessment of their performance
is possible using data recorded during the fall of 2008 as part of the Cosmic Run At Four Tesla
(CRAFT) exercise. This paper summarizes the results obtained from the analysis of those data.
The CRAFT campaign involved all installed subdetector systems, most of which were nearly
fully operational, as described in ref. [3]. Approximately 270 million cosmic ray muon triggers
were recorded while the magnet was operating at a field of 3.8 T. Of these, roughly a fifth were
triggered by the CSCs.
In the sections that follow, a selection of distributions characteristic of the flux of cosmic ray
muons through the CSCs is shown, followed by an assessment of the electronics noise, measure-
ments of the efficiency and resolution of the chambers, and finally some basic information about
the timing capabilities of the CSCs. This paper begins with a brief description of the CSC muon
system and of the basics of offline muon reconstruction.
2 The CSC system
The CSC subdetector is composed of rings of trapezoidal chambers mounted on eight disks - four
in each endcap [4]. There are 468 chambers in total. The rings of chambers are designated by
ME±S/R, where “ME” stands for “Muon Endcap,” the ± sign indicates which endcap, S indicates
the disk (or “station”) and R is the ring number. The chambers in the outer rings, such as ME±2/2
and ME±3/2, are considerably larger than the chambers closer to the beam pipe, such as ME±1/1
and ME±1/2. A drawing of CMS highlighting the CSC subdetector is shown in figure 1.
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Table 1. Selected physical specifications of the cathode strip chambers. The range of strip width is given,
and the average width in square brackets. For more information, see ref. [4].
Ring Chambers per ring Strips per chamber Strip width (mm) Pitch (mrad)
ME±1/1a 36 48 4.11 – 5.82 [4.96] 3.88
ME±1/1b 36 64 4.44 – 7.6 [6.0] 2.96
ME±1/2 36 80 6.6 – 10.4 [8.5] 2.33
ME±1/3 36 64 11.1 – 14.9 [13.0] 2.16
ME±2/1 18 80 6.8 – 15.6 [11.2] 4.65
ME±2/2 36 80 8.5 – 16.0 [12.2] 2.33
ME±3/1 18 80 7.8 – 15.6 [11.7] 4.65
ME±3/2 36 80 8.5 – 16.0 [12.2] 2.33
ME±4/1 18 80 8.6 – 15.6 [12.1] 4.65
Every chamber contains six detecting layers each composed of an anode wire plane stretched
between two planar copper cathodes, one continuous, the other segmented in strips to provide
position measurement. The distance between anode planes is 2.54 cm, except for the ME±1/1
chambers, for which it is 2.2 cm. The wires are read out in groups, of which the width varies
between 1.5 and 5 cm for different chambers. The high voltage is supplied to ranges of wire
groups, depending on the size of the chamber; the largest chambers have five such high-voltage
segments. The strips are read out individually, and their average widths vary between 5 and 12 mm.
They are trapezoidal in shape, like the chambers themselves. The strips in alternating layers are
staggered, except in ME±1/1. The strips in the ME±1/1 chambers are cut along a line parallel
to the short sides of the trapezoid in order to reduce the rate on any one strip. The strips closer
to the beam line constitute ME±1/1a, and the others, ME±1/1b. The studies presented in this
paper concern ME±1/1b only. The smaller chambers tend to have a lower electronics noise due
to smaller capactive coupling between the wire and strip planes, better resolution due to smaller
strip widths, and, in the case of ME±1/1, higher gas gain. A synopsis of relevant cathode strip
parameters is given in table 1.
The CSCs are designed to measure the azimuthal coordinates (φ ) of muon tracks well, as the
bending of the muon trajectories in the magnetic flux returned through the steel disks is mainly
about the direction of a unit vector pointing away from the beam line. The strips describe constant
φ values. High precision is achieved by exploiting the shape of the charge distribution on three
consecutive strips; this allows an adequate measurement of the muon momentum as needed for
triggering purposes. The anode wires run perpendicular to the central strip, and hence parallel to
the two parallel sides of the chamber; they provide an approximate measure of the radial coordinate.
They are tilted by 29◦ in ME±1/1 to compensate for the average effect of the magnetic field on
the drift. In terms of the local coordinate system, defined at the level of a single chamber, the six
layers are parallel to the xy plane, with the y axis perpendicular to the wires, and the x axis nearly
perpendicular to the centermost strip. Thus, the wires measure the local y coordinate, and the strips
dominate the measurement of the local x coordinate.
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The readout of a CSC is triggered by the presence of anode and cathode local charged track
patterns, referred to as ALCT and CLCT, respectively, which are defined in the trigger logic [5, 6].
A set of regional processors called the CSC Track Finder [7] builds the CSC muon trigger from
the trigger primitives generated by individual chambers and sends it to the global muon trigger
processor. For CRAFT, events were recorded with a very loose CSC trigger based on the logical
“OR” of the trigger signals of all individual chambers. The rate of this loose trigger was about
60 Hz.
The ALCT wire patterns and the CLCT strip patterns were designed to be efficient only for
muons originating from the interaction point. The range of track inclination (dy/dz in local coor-
dinates) which should give efficient ALCT response is −0.69 < dy/dz < 0 for smaller chambers,
and−1.97 < dy/dz < 0 for larger chambers. (The minus sign is a matter of convention.) Similarly,
for the CLCT response the range is |dx/dz| < 0.24 for smaller, and 0.63 for larger chambers. For
collision data, the muons will naturally have inclination angles within these ranges. Muons from
cosmic rays, however, arrive with a much wider angular distribution.
The wire group signal is relatively fast and serves to establish the beam crossing number (BX)
for a signal. Usually the anode signal extends over only one or two 25 ns beam crossings. The
cathode strip signal is integrated and extends over several hundred nanoseconds. The shape of the
cathode pulse can be used to infer the time of the signal to a fraction of a beam crossing number.
To this end, the pulse is sampled every 50 ns (2 BX) with the results from eight time slices stored
in a switched capacitor array (SCA). The arrival of the pulse is arranged so that the first two time
bins are free from signal, allowing a dynamical estimate of the signal base line. A good description
of the pulse shape recorded in the SCA is given by a 5-pole semi-Gaussian function:
S(t) ∝
(
t−TS
T0
)4
exp
[
−(t−TS)
T0
]
valid for t > TS, the start time. Given the fixed exponent of the first factor, the shape of the pulse
is determined by the decay constant T0, and the maximum occurs at t = TS + 4T0. Cross-talk is
approximately 12% of the signal and is taken into account when calculating strip coordinates [4].
The assembly of the CSCs included a comprehensive commissioning regimen to verify cham-
ber performance during production. This set of tests was performed again on each chamber upon
arrival at CERN, and multiple times following installation on the endcap disks on the surface dur-
ing 2005-7. In 2007, the disks were lowered into the CMS cavern at Point 5, and the full set of
services and infrastructure became available early in 2008. At this time, the scope of the commis-
sioning program was expanded from checking one chamber at a time to covering the entire set of
468 chambers as a subdetector system.
The commissioning effort included the following tasks: establishing inter-component commu-
nication, loading new versions of firmware on the electronics boards, turning on and configuring
all components in a robust way, and measuring the parameters necessary to ensure synchronization
of the system. The development of a suite of software tools was essential to bring the CSC system
online. During CRAFT, the CSCs were included in the global readout about 80% of the time, and
more than 96% of the readout channels were live. Figure 2 shows that hits could be reconstructed
successfully in nearly all of the chambers. The chambers that did not provide data during CRAFT
have been repaired since then.
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Figure 2. Distributions of hits reconstructed from a portion of the CRAFT data. Nearly all of the cham-
bers were fully operational. A few inoperative chambers can be seen as white trapezoids; very thin white
trapezoids indicate missing signals from a group of 16 strips.
3 Reconstruction of muon track segments
Raw data from the detector are unpacked offline into integer-based objects called “digis.” There
are digi collections for the strip signals, the wire signals, and the local charged tracks (LCTs). The
information stored in the digis is processed to produce a collection of objects called “rechits” with
measured x and y coordinates at a known z coordinate. These represent the measurement of the
intersection point between the track and a CSC layer. The rechits reconstructed in a given chamber
are used to form a straight-line segment, which is fit to provide a measure of the muon trajectory in
the chamber. Only one rechit is used from any given layer, and at least three rechits are required.
The majority of segments have six rechits, while a modest fraction have fewer due to the impact of
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δ -ray electrons and the boundaries of the chamber. These segments are used to seed the reconstruc-
tion of muon tracks based on muon chamber data only — these are called “stand-alone muons” [8].
Due to the very broad range of cosmic ray incident angles, only a small fraction of the stand-alone
muons can be matched to reconstructed tracks in the silicon tracker, especially in the endcaps.
Simulated data sets were produced using a Monte Carlo event generator [9] which is config-
ured to reproduce the CRAFT data as closely as possible. The CSC detector simulation reproduced
approximately the number and distribution of inoperative chambers. The simulated data, the re-
constructed CRAFT data, and the results presented in this paper are based on CMS reconstruction
code releases dating from the spring of 2009.
4 Basic information from cosmic rays
Most cosmic ray muons above ground have an energy of at most a few GeV [10]. In the under-
ground cavern at Point 5, the energy spectrum is shifted to somewhat higher values. Muons must
have energies of at least a few GeV in order to pass through three consecutive CSC stations, since
the steel disks between them are approximately 34 X0 thick. Most reconstructed muons have only
a few GeV, so multiple scattering in the steel yoke can displace the muon’s trajectory by several
centimeters with respect to the ideal trajectory.
Most of the muons triggered in the endcaps are not useful because their trajectories are steeply
inclined or pass through only an edge of one of the endcaps. Only a minute fraction of the recorded
cosmic ray muons follow a useful path through the endcaps, and satisfy the nominal geometric
requirements for the efficient triggering and readout of the CSCs, as explained in detail below.
In order to secure a sample of useful events, a filter was applied to the primary data set to
select events in which at least three chambers had hits, and in which at least two segments had been
reconstructed. Events with very many rechits or segments were excluded, since they were likely
to contain muon-induced showers. These criteria reduced the data sample with CSC triggers by a
factor of twenty, and enabled direct comparisons of the simulated data to the CRAFT data.
Distributions of the total number of rechits per event and the number of segments per event are
shown in figure 3. The requirement of three chambers with hits suppresses entries at the low end
of these distributions. In the left-hand plot, the spikes at 18 and 24 rechits correspond to muons
which have passed through three and four chambers.
Further information about the reconstructed segments is shown in figure 4. The first plot shows
the number of hits on a segment, which must be at least three and cannot be more than six. Most
segments have one rechit in every layer, and this is well reproduced by the simulation. The second
and third plots show the inclinations of the segments, namely, the polar angle (“global theta”) and
the azimuthal angle (“global phi”). These distributions reflect the vertical nature of the cosmic ray
flux as well as the geometry of the muon endcap detector, and are fairly well reproduced by the
simulation.
Finally, basic distributions for stand-alone muons in the endcaps are presented in figure 5. The
first plot shows the distribution of the number of CSC rechits on the track. The distribution of
simulated events differs from the CRAFT distribution in part because the residual misalignments
were not fully expressed in the simulation. The second plot shows the distribution of polar angles
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Figure 3. A comparison of the simulated events (solid line histogram) to the CRAFT events (points) for
simple global quantities. Left: total number of rechits per event. Right: total number of segments per event.
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Figure 4. A comparison of the simulated events to the CRAFT events for reconstructed segment quantities.
Left: number of hits per segment. Middle: global polar angle. The two endcaps are clearly visible (ME+
at θ ≈ 0.5 and ME- at θ ≈ 2.7). The narrow spikes are defined by the boundaries of the CSC rings and
the event selection requirements. Right: global azimuthal angle. The bump at φ ≈ 1.8 corresponds to the
upward vertical direction, and φ ≈−1.8, to the downward.
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Figure 5. A comparison of the simulated events to the CRAFT events for stand-alone muon tracks. Left:
number of hits per track. Right: global polar angle.
computed at the point on the stand-alone muon track closest to the center of the detector. The
agreement is very good.
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Figure 6. Two examples of ∆01 distributions, where ∆01 is the difference in the first two ADC readings for
a strip. On the left, a small chamber (ME+1/1/11), and on the right, a large chamber (ME+2/2/21).
5 Noise
An assessment of the fraction of non-functional and noisy channels must be made before any
discussion of efficiencies or resolution. Setting aside the few chambers that were turned off due
to problems with high voltage, low voltage, or a very small number of malfunctioning electronics
boards, the number of anode wire and cathode strip channels that failed to give data were below
1% of the total. Given the six-layer redundancy of each chamber, and the redundancy of the four
disks in each endcap, the impact of these very few dead channels is negligible.
Noise can have two different deleterious effects, in principle: it can generate extra hits which
interfere with the reconstruction of muon tracks, and it can smear or distort the measurement of the
charge registered on the strips, thereby smearing or distorting the coordinates calculated from the
strip information. We have used the CRAFT data to make a basic assessment of the noise on both
the anode wire and cathode strip channels.
The first two out of eight 50 ns time slices of a strip signal are free of signal, by design, so that
an average of these two ADC values can be used as an estimate of the base line. Consequently, the
difference in the ADC values recorded for the first two time bins, Q1−Q0, should be zero, aside
from any random fluctuations due to electronics noise. In order to ensure that no signal contributes
to Q1 and Q0, strip channels were omitted which have a sum of charges 13 ADC counts or more
above base line.
The rms of the distribution of ∆01 ≡ Q1−Q0, σ01, is taken to be a measure of noise, and was
obtained for all sets of 16 strip channels handled by the cathode front-end boards, for all chambers.
Figure 6 displays two example distributions for ∆01 showing that the distributions have no tails or
asymmetry. One ADC count corresponds to approximately 0.54 fC.
Figure 7 shows the distribution of all σ01 values which are typically about 3 ADC counts or
slightly larger; the spread of the distribution is small indicating excellent uniformity. There are no
large values, indicating no oscillating or otherwise noisy channels. The two populations in figure 7
correspond to the smaller and larger chambers.
The time integration of the amplifier leads to an auto-correlation manifested as a correlation
coefficient of 0.26 between consecutive time slices which reduces slightly σ01 with respect to the
uncorrelated case. We repeated this noise analysis using the first and the last time bins, and found
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Figure 7. Distribution of all σ01 values, i.e., the rms of the difference in the first two ADC readings, on
a linear scale (left) and a log scale (right). There is one entry per chamber, and the entries at ∆01 = −1
correspond to channels that were turned off. The single entry at ∆01 = 0 comes from a single nonfunctional
channel.
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Figure 8. A semi-log plot of Non (the number of time bins for which there is signal) for all anode wire
channels in ME-2/1/9.
that the rms values increased by about 10%, due partly to the lack of correlation between the first
and last time slices. We also observed some sensitivity to signal in the last time slice, due to
cross-talk, which explains the rest of the 10% increase with respect to σ01.
The anode wire signals normally extend over one or two 25 ns time bins. A noisy channel,
however, will rise above threshold in more time bins, so a useful quantity to identify noisy channels
is the number of time bins for which a given anode hit is on, denoted here by Non. The distribution
of Non for all anode channels in a particular chamber is shown in figure 8, on a semi-log plot. A
very small tail for Non > 2 can be seen. The number of noisy anode wire channels is estimated to
be less than 0.1%.
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Figure 9. Differences between the predicted positions of a segment and the position of the reconstructed
segment in the probe chamber. ∆x is on the left, and ∆y is on the right, where x and y are local coordinates.
x is measured primarily by the strips, and y by the wires.
6 Efficiency
The goal of this study is to measure the absolute efficiency of each step in the reconstruction of
muons in the CSCs, from the generation of ALCTs and CLCTs to segment reconstruction. By
design, for good muons coming from the interaction point, all steps should be highly efficient.
The method described here uses two chambers to “tag” a muon that passes through a designated
“probe” chamber. When computing the efficiency of each step, the same tagged sample (i.e., the
denominator in the efficiency calculation) is used for all steps.
For efficiency measurements, we need a well-defined muon track which is independent of the
measurements in the chamber under investigation. We use muon tracks reconstructed in several
CSCs without any information from the silicon tracker. The number of useful stand-alone muons is
adequate for the present purposes, thanks to the redundancy of the muon endcap system. To mini-
mize the impact of multiple scattering, energy loss, and tracking in a strong magnetic field, a cham-
ber is probed only if it lies between the endpoints of the track. Consequently, at least two indepen-
dent measurements of the muon track are needed, and only interpolation and not extrapolation to
the probe chamber is used. Some rings, namely ME±1/1, ME±4/1 and ME−3/2 cannot be cov-
ered by this study, although hits in the CMS Resistive Plate Chambers allow coverage of ME+3/2.
A typical event selected for these efficiency measurements contains three or four CSCs con-
tributing to a good stand-alone muon track. Since the trigger efficiency is generally high (see
below), and a trigger from any one of these chambers sufficed to produce a trigger for read out of
CMS, we assume that any trigger bias in these results is negligible.
We place cuts on the predicted position of the muon in the probe chamber to avoid losses due
to insensitive regions at the periphery of the chamber and at the boundaries of the high voltage seg-
ments. Figure 9 shows distributions of the difference between the measured position of a segment
in the probe chamber and the predicted position, obtained by propagating the muon track from
another station to the probe chamber, taking the magnetic field, multiple scattering and energy loss
into account. In this figure, the local coordinate x runs parallel to the wires, and is measured pri-
marily by the strips, while y runs perpendicular to the wires, and is measured by the wire signals.
According to these distributions, nearly all of the tracks fall within 10 cm of the predicted position.
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Figure 10. Left: ALCT efficiency as a function of the track inclination, dy/dz in local coordinates. Right:
CLCT efficiency as a function of the track inclination, dx/dz in local coordinates.
A set of stringent criteria is used to select “good” tracks for the denominator of all efficiency
calculations. Only one stand-alone muon track is allowed in an endcap. This track has to have
a minimum number of hits, and to be reconstructed well, as indicated by the χ2 and the relative
error on the momentum. The momentum is required to be in the range 25 < p < 100 GeV/c. A
track satisfying these requirements is propagated to a designated ring of CSC chambers to ascertain
which chamber is the probe chamber. If the interpolated point lies within 10 cm of the edges of the
chamber or dead regions defined by high voltage segment boundaries, then the chamber is skipped.
The tracks which pass all of these criteria are the “probe” tracks.
The following sections report the details of the measurements and the values of the efficiency
for each step in the CSC local reconstruction.
6.1 LCT efficiencies
The ALCT and CLCT efficiencies are measured independently. For a given chamber, the ALCT
and CLCT digis are unpacked to test for the presence of a valid ALCT or CLCT. If they are present
anywhere in the chamber, then the trial is a “success” and the chamber is “efficient” for that event.
To suppress the muons which are not likely to fire the ALCT and/or CLCT triggers, we apply
cuts on the slopes of the muon tracks interpolated through the chamber:
−0.8 < dy
dz
<−0.1 and
∣∣∣∣dxdz
∣∣∣∣< 0.2.
One could adjust these ranges for the various rings of chambers, but the impact on the efficiency
measurements is negligible. All the efficiencies measured with CRAFT data include these require-
ments in the event selection.
The variation of the ALCT efficiency as a function of dy/dz is shown in figure 10 (left). For
this figure, the cut on dy/dz was not applied, although the cut on dx/dz was applied. Similarly,
the variation of the CLCT efficiency as a function of dx/dz is shown in figure 10 (right), with the
cut on dx/dz relaxed, and the cut on dy/dz applied. The results shown in these plots are based on
data from chambers 5–13 in ring ME+2/2 which are known to have been operating well during
CRAFT. In both figures, clear plateaus can be seen which were fit with level functions to ascertain
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Figure 11. A summary of wire group (left) and strip (right) digi efficiencies, over all functioning chambers
in a ring. Some rings are inaccessible in this study with CRAFT data.
the efficiency. Very high values in excess of 0.99 are observed, confirming earlier results obtained
with cosmic rays [11].
6.2 Strip and wire group efficiencies
The presence of an ALCT and CLCT should trigger the readout of the chamber, and hence, signals
on the wires and strips should be present in the raw data, or equivalently, in the strip and wire digis.
The efficiency for strip and wire digis are measured independently. The probe is given by a good
track passing through the given chamber.
The efficiencies of strips, wire groups and rechits are defined naturally per layer. If the layer
measurements are independent, then the average efficiency per chamber would be
ε¯ = ∑i
εi
L
= ∑i
ni
N×L (6.1)
with an estimated uncertainty of
∆ε¯ =
√
ε¯× (1− ε¯)
L×N , (6.2)
where L = 6 is the number of layers, εi is the efficiency in layer i (i = 1, . . . ,6), ni is the number
of efficient cases (“successes”) for layer i, and N is the number of probe tracks. In principle, there
might be events with a simultaneous loss of information from all six layers, in which case eq. (6.2)
is incorrect. There is no evidence for any such correlated losses.
The average wire group and strip digi efficiencies are shown in figure 11. Typically, all six
layers have high efficiency, greater than 99.4%.
6.3 Rechit efficiency
The efficiency for reconstructing a rechit is measured for each layer in a chamber. The chamber is
efficient if the rechits are found in a given layer - there is no requirement on the distance between
the rechit and the interpolated point. Also, no quality requirements are placed on the individual
rechits as part of the measurement of rechit efficiency.
The rechit efficiency will be a convolution of the strip and wire group digi efficiencies. It might
also depend on some of the details of the rechit reconstruction algorithm, especially as regards
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Figure 12. Summaries of rechit and segment efficiencies, analogous to figure 11.
quality or other criteria applied to the strip and wire signals. The rechit efficiency for all the
accessible CSC rings is above 99.3%, as shown in figure 12 (left).
6.4 Segment efficiency
It should be possible to build a segment if at least three good rechits are recorded along the muon
trajectory. The chamber is efficient if a segment has been reconstructed. No matching criteria have
been applied because the reconstructed segments are found close to the extrapolated positions, as
shown in figure 9.
Ideally, the segment efficiency would be related in a simple and direct way to the rechit ef-
ficiency. The segment reconstruction algorithm, however, also places requirements on the rechits
used to build segments. It does not find segments in chambers with very many hits, due to pro-
hibitive combinatorial problems — this will register as an inefficiency in the present study. The
segment efficiency for all the rings in the CSC system is shown in figure 12 (right). For cosmic
rays, the segment efficiency is above 98.5%.
6.5 Attachment efficiency
The attachment efficiency is a characteristic of the segment builder. It is defined as the probability
of the segment to use a rechit from a given layer if there are rechits in that layer. The segment
finder could reject some rechits if their quality were poor, or if they were producing a bad fit, so
one can anticipate a small inefficiency with respect to the efficiency for producing rechits. What is
important is that this inefficiency should be the same for all layers. Any significant variation with
layer number would be a hint of a problem — for example, an unacceptable dependence on the
track angle. Figure 13 shows that there is no bias in the CRAFT data.
In summary, all the basic efficiencies have been shown to be high, for chambers in good
operating condition during CRAFT, as listed in table 2.
7 Resolution
The CRAFT data were used to study and measure the spatial resolution of the CSCs as they are
meant to be operated for early physics. (The current high voltage settings are intentionally lower
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Figure 13. The attachment efficiency for each layer.
Table 2. Summary of efficiencies for chambers in good operating condition.
quantity typical efficiency (%)
ALCT > 99.9
CLCT > 99.5
wire digis > 99.5
strip digi > 99.4
rechit > 99.3
segment > 98.5
than what was used for the test beam studies, in order to avoid aging the chambers unnecessarily
during commissioning periods. This has a significant impact on the spatial resolution, as described
below.) The purpose of this study is to verify that all working chambers perform as they should, be-
fore colliding beams commence. Earlier studies of CSC spatial resolution can be found in ref. [12].
7.1 Methodology
The resolution is the typical measurement error. It is determined by the design parameters of the
chamber (width of the cathode strip, distance to the anode wire plane, high voltage, anode wire
radius and pitch, gas mixture, electronics noise and cross talk) as well as certain characteristics
of each muon track (angle, position with respect to the center of the struck strip, and amount of
charge collected), the physics of multi-wire proportional chambers (electron diffusion, magnetic
field influence) and the reconstruction (reduction of data and knowledge of misalignments). The
distribution of hit residuals with respect to the muon trajectory can give a good measure of the reso-
lution. A residual is the difference between the measured coordinate and the predicted coordinate.
For the purposes of the study, the coordinate of interest is the coordinate measured by the
strips. In global coordinates, this would be Rφ , but most of the results presented here are expressed
in strip coordinates. The strip coordinate, s, is the Rφ coordinate relative to the center of the
strip, divided by the strip width at the position of the hit. Apart from resolution effects, one has
−0.5≤ s≤ 0.5. In order to obtain a resolution in physical units, we multiply by the mean width of
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a strip in the given chamber, reported in table 1.
The residuals distribution is not Gaussian, in general, so one must settle on a measure of
the residuals distribution to be identified with the “resolution” of the given chamber. We fit the
distribution with a sum of two Gaussian functions, with zero mean, using the functional form:
f (x)≡ A1√
2piσ1
exp
(−x2
2σ21
)
+
A2√
2piσ2
exp
(−x2
2σ22
)
(7.1)
where values for the parameters σ1, σ2, A1 and A2 are obtained from the fit. We take the resolution
to be:
σ¯ =
√
A1σ21 +A2σ22
A1+A2
. (7.2)
If one Gaussian suffices, then we take simply the σ parameter of the single Gaussian. We do not
take the rms as the residual distributions often have long non-Gaussian tails which inflate the rms
- these tails are caused by δ -ray electrons and fall outside a discussion of the core resolution. The
residuals distributions of eight chamber types with fits to eq. (7.1) are given in figure 14.
As defined, the resolution σ¯ pertains to a hit in a single layer. The resolution of a chamber
is more complicated, since it depends on the number of hits in the segment, the direction of the
segment, the generally non-normal angle between wire groups and strips, and the fact that the
strips are staggered layer-by-layer for all chambers except ME±1/1. We can take the special case
of segments with six hits that are normal to the chamber and pass through the center. If the residuals
distribution for hits near the edge of a strip (|s|> 0.25) has Gaussian width σe, and for hits near the
center of a strip (|s|< 0.25), σc, then to a good approximation, the resolution for the segment is
σseg =
(
3
σ2e
+
3
σ2c
)−1/2
. (7.3)
We will use this expression to characterize the chamber resolution.
Another method for measuring the resolution does not rely on the residuals of a single layer,
but rather on the value of χ2 for the linear fit to all six hits. We define the unweighted χ2 as follows:
χ20 ≡
6
∑
i=1
[si− (a+bi)]2 (7.4)
where a and b are free parameters, and the layer number i plays the role of the z coordinate. Since
there are two free parameters and six data points, 〈χ20 〉= 4σ20 , where σ0 is the effective uncertainty
on si.
We do not have a good exterior measure of the position of the muon, so we have to use the
segment itself. We fit the hits in layers 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 to a straight line to predict the “correct”
position in layer 3, and then compare to the measured position in layer 3. The estimated error for
those five hits are used in the fit. Monte Carlo studies show that the width of the residuals distri-
bution is inflated by about 10% due to the measurement error from the five-hit fit; this uncertainty
is larger for layers 1, 2, 5 or 6. We do not remove this 10% inflation for the results reported in this
paper. Also, no attempt was made to remove layer-by-layer misalignments, as these are known to
be small compared to the resolution.
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Figure 14. Distributions of residuals fit to the double-Gaussian function given in eq. (7.1), except for the
ME±1/1 chambers, which are fit to a single Gaussian. The numbers in boxes correspond to the chamber
resolution, obtained from eq. (7.3) and the average strip widths given in table 1.
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7.2 Results from CRAFT
The resolution is known to vary with several quantities, including the charge recorded for that hit,
the position within the strip, the physical width of the strip, the inclination of the track and the
magnetic field, among others [13–15]. The charge usually extends across three strips, which we
label QL, QC and QR, where by definition the charge on the central strip is larger than that on the
left and right side strips. We take the charge on these three strips, measured for three consecutive
time slices centered on the peak of the signal, and form the sum, Q3×3 [12].
Events were selected which contained a good segment from which residuals distributions for
layer 3 could be formed. A good segment was one which contained six rechits and χ2 < 200
(unreduced). An event was selected if it contained at least one good segment. In order to retain
only clean events, any event with more than eight segments of any quality were rejected, as well
as events with more than fifty rechits. The event was also rejected if any chamber contained more
than four segments of any quality.
Further criteria were applied when filling residuals distributions:
1. The estimated errors on the six rechits have to be smaller than 0.2 strip widths. This elimi-
nates rechits based on a single strip or anomalous charge distributions.
2. The sum of charges for three strips and three time slices for layer 3 could not be too small or
too large: 250 < Q3×3 < 1000 ADC counts (4000 ADC counts for the ME±1/1 chambers).
3. The segment inclination should correspond to tracks originating roughly from the interaction
point:
−1 < dy
dz
<−0.15 and
∣∣∣∣dxdz
∣∣∣∣< 0.15. (7.5)
4. The strip coordinates were fit to a straight line. The resulting χ2 values were required to be
less than 9 for the 5-hit fit, and less than 50 for the 6-hit fit.
These cuts were relaxed singly when checking the impact of these criteria.
The registered charge depends on several factors, including the gas composition, pressure,
high voltage, amplifier gain, and the ionization of the gas by the muon. A distribution of Q3×3
for the CRAFT data is shown in figure 15 (left). The distribution has a long tail, similar to that
expected from the Landau distribution.
The variation of the resolution as a function of charge is illustrated in figure 15 (right). Cham-
bers in rings ME±2/2 and ME±3/2 were selected for this plot, since they have the largest number
of events in CRAFT. The cuts on the χ2 of the fits to strip coordinates were relaxed for this study,
so that the impact of δ -ray electrons is evident at large ionization charge. If the cuts are imposed,
then the rise for Q3×3 > 800 ADC counts is eliminated.
Another demonstration of the sensitivity of the resolution to charge is provided by two runs
taken outside of the CRAFT exercise, in which the high voltage was raised by 50 V from 3600 V.
Since the number of events was modest, the event and segment selection was somewhat looser
than described above. The increase in the observed charge is about 20% and the improvement in
resolution is about 20%, consistent with expectations - see figure 16.
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Figure 15. Left: Observed charge distribution, Q3×3, in ADC counts. Right: Variation of the per layer
resolution as a function of Q3×3. This measurement was made using chambers in ME±2/2 and ME±3/2;
other chambers give very similar results.
Figure 16. Left: Charge distributions for two consecutive runs. The solid histogram corresponds to the
nominal setting, and the open histogram corresponds to an increase of 50 V. Right: Comparison of the per
layer resolution for the same two runs, in strip units.
The variation of the resolution with the position within a strip, s, is shown in figure 17 (left).
For the ME±2/2 chambers, the resolution in the center of the strip is worse by about a factor of
two than at the edge. This variation is weaker for chambers with thinner strips, such as ME±1/2
and ME±1/1.
Most of the analysis presented here is done in terms of the normalized strip width, s. The
physical width of the strip matters, too. For broad strips, most of the charge is collected on the
central strip, leaving a small amount for QL and QR, leading to a poorer resolution. For this reason,
the smaller chambers in ME±1/1 have a much better resolution than the larger chambers. Within
a chamber, there is a mild variation of the resolution along the strip, since the strip is narrower at
the narrow end of the chamber and wider at the broad end.
The results described above were derived for muon trajectories that were nearly perpendicular
to the strips. For low-momentum muons coming from the interaction point, however, more oblique
trajectories are possible. We have observed a clear variation of the resolution as a function of dx/dz
in chambers from ring ME±2/2, see figure 17 (right). For all other results reported in this note, a
tight cut on |dx/dz| has been applied, as listed in eq. (7.5).
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Figure 17. Left: Variation of the per layer resolution as a function of s, the position within the strip, for
three different types of chambers. Right: Variation as a function of local dx/dz. These measurements were
done with the ME±2/2 chambers.
7.3 Measurements of the resolution
The results in the previous section demonstrate the expected behavior of the resolution. In this
section, we quantify the resolution of the CSCs, as measured with CRAFT data, in order to verify
that they are performing as designed.
Residuals distributions for chambers in each ring were fit to the sum of two Gaussian functions
as in eq. (7.1), and the resolution computed according to eq. (7.2). These distributions are shown
in figure 14, and table 3 lists the per layer resolution obtained in this manner. The values given
in µm are obtained by multiplying the resolution in strip widths by the average width of the strip
(see table 1).
The estimated uncertainty is computed taking into account variations as a function of charge,
position within a strip, and strip width. Distributions of normalized residuals (“pull distributions”)
allow us to check those calculations. A summary of the pulls for all chamber types is given in
table 3. Overall, the pulls are somewhat too wide, especially for the ME±1/1 chambers, indicating
that the uncertainties are slightly underestimated. It will be possible to adjust the error estimates
on the basis of the CRAFT data.
We formed distributions of χ20 defined in eq. (7.4) for each chamber type, computing σ0 and
converting to an uncertainty in µm using the average physical strip width. The results are listed in
table 3. These values agree well with the values obtained from the fit to Gaussian functions.
The resolution of a chamber, given six good rechits, can be estimated on the basis of the per
layer resolution. One can simply take the numbers listed in table 3 and divide by
√
6, or one can
perform a slightly more refined analysis indicated by eq. (7.3). The latter gives systematically
lower values for the resolution than the former. Table 4 lists both sets of values, which can be
compared to the design values [4]. Most observed values are somewhat higher, except for the
ME±1/1 chambers, which are significantly better than design. The fact that the high voltage is set
to a somewhat reduced value to reduce ageing is the primary reason for the slightly worse resolution
in the non-ME±1/1 chambers.
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Table 3. Resolution per layer for each chamber type, and the rms of the pull distributions.
ring resolution pull rms
fit to two Gaussians derived from χ20
strip widths µm strip widths µm
ME±1/1b 0.0214±0.0001 129 0.020 119 1.80±0.06
ME±1/2 0.031±0.001 265 0.033 278 1.40±0.01
ME±1/3 0.040±0.003 513 0.046 606 1.73±0.01
ME±2/1 0.042±0.001 474 0.051 571 1.41±0.02
ME±2/2 0.036±0.001 447 0.045 551 1.47±0.01
ME±3/1 0.043±0.002 503 0.053 619 1.44±0.03
ME±3/2 0.038±0.001 461 0.046 569 1.44±0.01
ME±4/1 0.048±0.002 579 0.057 693 1.43±0.03
Table 4. Resolution per chamber for each chamber type.
ring resolution (µm)
design per layer /
√
6 eq. (7.3)
ME±1/1b 75 52 47
ME±1/2 75 116 104
ME±1/3 150 234 174
ME±2/1 150 208 159
ME±2/2 150 199 154
ME±3/1 150 258 193
ME±3/2 150 218 155
ME±4/1 150 264 243
7.4 Special studies for ME1/1
The ME±1/1 chambers play a special role. First, they provide the key measurements for the
high-momentum muon tracks expected at high |η |. And second, they must operate in a very high
magnetic field, which alters the drift of the electrons inside the gas layers. For these reasons, the
gas gaps are smaller, the gas gain is higher, the strips are narrower, and the wires are tilted with
respect to wires in the other chambers [16].
The drift of the electrons perpendicular to the anode wires depends sensitively on the magnetic
field. Most of the CRAFT data were taken at full operating field, but some data were taken with zero
field, and with some intermediate values. These data were analyzed to measure the resolution as a
function of the magnetic field, with the results shown in figure 18 (left). For the measurements at
B≈ 2 T and 2.9 T, the field was changing, as indicated by the horizontal error bars. The resolution
is best at the maximum operating value of the field, confirming the details of the chamber design.
The radial extent of the ME±1/1b chambers was divided into four regions in order to check
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Figure 18. Left: Variation of the resolution in the ME±1/1b chambers as a function of magnetic field in
Tesla. The horizontal error bars on the center two points reflect the changing value of the field for those data.
Right: Variation of the resolution as a function of the radius (distance from the beam line).
the resolution at different radii. Figure 18 (right) shows that the resolution is best near the beam
line, where it is most critical, and rises rapidly with radius. A further study of the resolution for
different azimuthal regions of the ME±1/1b chambers shows a mild variation with the angle of the
anode wires, confirming the choices made in the design of these chambers.
8 Timing
We used the CRAFT data to make some simple tests of the timing capabilities of the CSCs. The
time of flight of a muon through a single chamber is quite small, essentially zero compared to the
25 ns BX spacing. Figure 19 shows the distribution of differences in measured times for layers 6
and 1, in units of 50 ns time bins. The mean is consistent with zero, and the rms is 0.214 time bins,
which corresponds to 7.2 ns, or 5 ns per layer. Most segments have six rechits (cf. figure 4), so a
single segment should have a time resolution of about 2 ns. This compares well with the transit
time of a muon from the interaction point to the CSCs of roughly 30 ns, and of the beam crossing
time of 25 ns.
Improvements in the use of the strip timing information are foreseen, based on a more detailed
analysis of the subtle effects of cross talk and noise correlations, as suggested by pilot studies with
test beam data. It is hoped to use this timing capability for rejecting out-of-time hits and tagging
the time of the muon independently of the trigger system.
9 Summary
An assessment of the performance of the CSCs has been completed using the large CRAFT data
sample recorded in fall 2008. More than 96% of the CSC muon detector system was in excellent
working condition and participated in the bulk of this campaign. The simulation reproduces well
distributions of basic global quantities, such as the number of hits on track segments and the angular
distributions of muon tracks, observed in the data. The fraction of channels which provided no
signal, or were noisy, is less than 1%. All of the essential efficiencies have been measured, ranging
from the local charged tracks which trigger the chamber readout through the reconstruction of
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Figure 19. The difference in rechit times for layers 6 and 1 in chamber ME+3/2/9. Units are 50 ns time
bins. A fit of the central core to a Gaussian function gives a width of 9 ns.
segments. These efficiencies are all very high. The position resolution has been studied, with
variations observed as a function of several relevant variables, such as the charge, position within
a strip, high voltage, track inclination, and in the case of the ME±1/1 chambers, of the magnetic
field, radius and wire tilt. The measured chamber resolutions are not quite as good as design, due
to an intentional reduction of the high voltage, except for the ME±1/1 chambers, which surpass
the design criterion. Finally, the potential timing capabilities of the CSCs was briefly investigated.
The prospects for future studies are very good. The operating conditions of the CSC subsys-
tem have been improved since the CRAFT data were taken, and one can anticipate that the CSC
subsystem will function up to specifications once the LHC delivers collisions to CMS.
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